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Abstract. Dual-energy (DE) chest radiographs provide greater diag-
nostic information than standard radiographs by separating the image
into bone and soft tissue, revealing suspicious lesions which may oth-
erwise be obstructed from view. However, acquisition of DE images re-
quires two physical scans, necessitating specialized hardware and pro-
cessing, and images are prone to motion artifact. Generation of virtual
DE images from standard, single-shot chest radiographs would expand
the diagnostic value of standard radiographs without changing the acqui-
sition procedure. We present a Multi-scale Conditional Adversarial Net-
work (MCA-Net) which produces high-resolution virtual DE bone images
from standard, single-shot chest radiographs. Our proposed MCA-Net is
trained using the adversarial network so that it learns sharp details for
the production of high-quality bone images. Then, the virtual DE soft
tissue image is generated by processing the standard radiograph with the
virtual bone image using a cross projection transformation. Experimen-
tal results from 210 patient DE chest radiographs demonstrated that the
algorithm can produce high-quality virtual DE chest radiographs. Impor-
tant structures were preserved, such as coronary calcium in bone images
and lung lesions in soft tissue images. The average structure similarity
index and the peak signal to noise ratio of the produced bone images
in testing data were 96.4 and 41.5, which are significantly better than
results from previous methods. Furthermore, our clinical evaluation re-
sults performed on the publicly available dataset indicates the clinical
values of our algorithms. Thus, our algorithm can produce high-quality
DE images that are potentially useful for radiologists, computer-aided
diagnostics, and other diagnostic tasks.
Keywords: dual energy radiography · GAN · bone suppression
1 Introduction
Chest radiography (CR) is the most ordered clinical imaging procedure for the
initial detection of abnormality in the chest. As a noninvasive, low radiation
† Both authors equally contributed to this work
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dose, and low cost imaging modality, CR is commonly used for detecting lung
disease, such as lung cancer, and diagnosing conditions such as tuberculosis and
pneumonia. However, some lung lesions are extremely difficult to detect due to
overlapping bone structures such as ribs and clavicles. Dual energy subtraction
(DES) can separate high-density material, such as bone, from soft tissue and
thus improve detection [1,2]. Recent studies have also shown that DES can de-
tect and assess coronary disease by visualizing coronary calcifications in the DE
bone image [3,4,5] and computer-aided disease detection tasks [6]. DE chest ra-
diography requires two x-ray exposures at two different tube voltages to capture
two radiographs which are then linearly combined to generate bone images and
soft-tissue images [7]. However, specialized equipment is required for DES and
radiation dose is nearly doubled as compared to traditional CR. In addition, the
organ motion artifacts caused by heartbeat and lung breathing motion during
the time-lapse between the two kVp x-ray exposures can contaminate the image
quality of DE radiographs. The ability to generate bone and soft tissue images
from standard, single-shot CR would benefit this diagnostic imaging procedure.
In this work, our goal is to develop a deep learning algorithm for generat-
ing virtual DE images from a standard, single-shot chest radiograph. We col-
lected a large number of real two-exposure DE chest radiographs as training
data for this task. The Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) has achieved sig-
nificant success in medical image analysis field for tasks, such as chest disease
detection/classification [8]; CT pulmonary nodule detection [9]; automatic organ
segmentations [10], etc. However, predicting DE images using deep models re-
mains a challenge. The structure and contextual information of a large receptive
field in standard radiograph should be extracted by CNN model in a maximal
manner to determine whether bony component are present and to predict the
corresponding distribution. If the CNN model for fine-scale prediction is in a
fully convolutional form, the size of CNN model would become very large with
excessive number of parameters to learn, making it difficult to train.
In order to avoid training a very large CNN model and efficiently train a
CNN model to predict fine-scale DE information, we propose a deep model
to generate high-quality virtual DE images from a standard, single-shot chest
radiograph. Our model is based on a multi-scale and conditional adversarial net-
work. The general pipeline of the algorithm is shown in Figure 1. The algorithm
is comprised of two parts: 1) the bone image generator using the multi-scale
fully convolutional network, and 2) the soft tissue image generator which applies
bone suppression on standard images. We introduce the concept of conditional
adversarial loss in training the bone image generator [11] so that high frequency
information and details are learned and preserved in the virtual bone image. To
produce the virtual soft tissue image, an adapted edge and shadow suppression
algorithm using cross projection tensor [12] is applied to suppress bone in the
standard radiograph. Outputs from the algorithm are compared to a set of test
data comprised of DE patient images. The algorithm performance is also evalu-
ated by comparing to other algorithms that are applicable for virtual DE image
generation.
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Generator Bone shadow supression
Standard image Virtual bone 
image
Soft tissue image
Fig. 1. Overall processing pipeline. A virtual DE bone image is generated from the
MCA-Net generator. Given the bone image, bone in the standard/high kVp image is
suppressed to produce a virtual soft tissue image.
1.1 Related Work
Bone suppression techniques have been developed to improve the diagnostic
quality of CR exams for interpretation of disease. Current methods can be sum-
marized into two types: learning-based methods and statistical analysis based
methods. For learning-based methods, one of the early works was MTANN, pro-
posed in [13,14], which uses traditional fully-connected neural networks with one
hidden layer to predict the bone signal from a standard image. Then, the pre-
dicted bone signal can be subtract from standard image to generate an image
similar to DE soft tissue image. Similar to one of the ideas in our network struc-
ture, MTANN was trained under a multi-resolution style. Each MTANN was
trained separately for a certain resolution with corresponding re-sampled image
using multi-resolution decomposition, and the prediction targets were the inten-
sity values of single pixels from the DE bone images. At the testing stage, the
trained MTANNs generate multi-resolution bone images and these images are
combined together to produce a high-resolution bone image. Later, [15] further
improved the MTANN to separate bone from soft tissue by training MTANN in
different anatomical regions and producing DE images using total variation op-
timization. Such methods were extended to be used in portable CR systems [16].
Another one of the early works was the k-nearest neighbors (kNN) regression
with optimized local feature [17] which used a linear dimensionality reduction
method for local image features to optimize the performance of kNN regression
for the prediction of bone images. However, this method cannot completely sup-
press the rib signal and requires a relatively long computation time for kNN
regression. Our proposed deep model aims to address the limitations of previ-
ous work by generating high-resolution virtual DE images with relatively short
computation times.
Besides from the learning-based methods, several statistical analysis based
methods for suppressing bone structures without the supervision from training
data have been studied. [18] proposed a clavicle suppression algorithm which
works by first generating a bone image from a gradient map modified along the
bone border direction and then creating a soft-tissue image by subtraction of
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the bone image from the standard image. Later, [19,20] proposed blind-source
signal separation algorithms for suppression of bone structures in standard chest
radiography. [4] presented a ribcage segmentation algorithm based on Active
Appearance Model that can accurately estimate the rib border and suppress the
bone signal from standard radiography based on this prediction. In general, these
statistical based methods require accurate segmentation and border annotations
for the target structures, which is challenging to acquire. Although all have shown
improvement in thoracic disease detection, many image details are suppressed
and these methods require substantial hyper-parameter tuning.
In this case, deep learning has been successfully applied in image classifi-
cation, image segmentation, and image-to-image translation [21]. Deep learning
also yields similar improvements in performance in the medical vision field for
anatomical and pathological structures detection and segmentation tasks.[8,9,10,22]
The boost of hardware and algorithms for deep learning have given the possi-
bility of training CNN with many layers on large-scale datasets. Our work is
closely related to the current state-of-the-art CNN models for image synthesis
[11] and image transformation [23]. [11] proposed a conditional GAN (cGAN)
that can generate realistic images given the outlines of the target image as the
prior condition. [23] employed a GAN structure for generating high-resolution
images from nominal resolution images. Our proposed method for generation
of virtual DE images benefits from these excellent works on the application of
GAN. The standard radiographs were used as a strong prior condition for gen-
erating virtual DE images using structure similar to cGAN [11]. The adversarial
network structure also helps generation of super-resolution DE images (normally
around 2022 pixels× 2022 pixels). In this paper, a customized GAN structure
was designed for the generation of virtual DE bone images.
1.2 Contributions
In summary, our contributions are listed as follows:
– We propose a novel algorithm for generation of virtual dual energy images
from single-shot standard radiographs based on a customized adversarial
network.
– We collected a relatively large number of clinical images and demonstrated
our deep model’s superior performance compared to current approaches.
– We evaluated our proposed algorithm on a public chest radiograph dataset
and obtained clinical values on diagnostic task of our algorithm.
2 Methods
We propose a novel algorithm to generate virtual bone and soft tissue images
from a standard, single-shot CR. It consists of two parts: 1) generation of a
virtual bone image from a standard CR using Multi-scale and Conditional Ad-
versarial network (MCA-Net); 2) generation of a virtual soft tissue image using
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bone suppression of the standard CR with the virtual bone image. In order to
generate bone images with both well-shaped general appearance and fine-grained
details, we introduced MCA-Net with multi-scale generations and patch-wise ad-
versarial learning [11]. The architecture of MCA-Net is shown in Figure 2, with
details described in the following sections.
2.1 Multi-scale and Conditional Adversarial Network (MCA-Net)
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the MCA-Net architecture: a) the multi-scale generator com-
putes a virtual bone image from a standard/high kVp image; b) the conditional patch
discriminator distinguishes real and generated images by looking at the bone image
gradient patch and conditioning on the standard image gradient patch; c) legend of
operations.
Multi-scale generator The multi-scale architecture is motivated by the ob-
servation that a coarse-to-fine generation can be beneficial for generating high
resolution images [24]. Therefore, the multi-scale generator is designed to first
generate a low resolution image capturing coarse appearances, then to add finer
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details generated from a higher resolution image of higher network level outputs.
The final generation utilizes all of the images at different resolutions.
As shown in 2a), the multi-scale generator follows the encoder-decoder bot-
tleneck architecture. The encoder is formed by a set of convolution operations
to map standard images to deep features. The decoder incorporates both convo-
lution and deconvolution operations to generate bone images at different scales
from these features. Images at different scales are added together element-wise
and followed by a tanh activation function to form the final output. Skip connec-
tions [25] between encoder-decoder and multi-scale supervision in the network
provide more feedback to aid back-propagation and reduce the effect of gradient
vanishing in the shallow layers.
Adversarial learning and conditional patch-discriminator Adversarial
learning [26] is a game-theory-based learning scheme consisting of two models,
a discriminator and a generator, which are trained to combat each other. As
shown in Figure 2b), the discriminator tries to distinguish ground truth bone
images from virtual bone images (output by the generator) by conditioning on
the standard images. Adopted from [11], the discriminator only takes image
patches as input which gives two benefits: 1) less memory usage, and 2) improving
network capability to identify finer details in one image patch.
Instead of feeding raw image patches, we feed the discriminator with image
gradients computed with a Sobel filter in both x and y directions. Using an image
gradient can enhance high frequency signals and result in sharper generated
images. It has been shown that adversarial learning can help to generate high
frequency signals that are usually not captured by L1 loss, such as sharp edges
and fine textures [11].
Hybrid loss function With only adversarial learning, artifacts may be present
in the generated DE bone image [11]. To alleviate this, we combine L1 loss
together with adversarial loss to form a hybrid loss function, where L1 and
adversarial loss contribute to the low and high frequency information to the
image generation, respectively. Specifically, L1 loss helps in learning the general
appearance of the skeleton while adversarial loss emphasizes sharp edges and
aims to preserve subtle calcium signals. We denote L1 loss as Ll1 and adversarial
loss as Ladv, calculated according to:
Ladv(G,D) = −EIH ,IB [log(D(IH , IB))]− EIH [log(1−D(IH , G(IH)))] (1)
Ll1(G) = EIH ,IB [‖IB −G(IH)‖1] (2)
where D and G denote the discriminator and generator, respectively. G is a
function of the standard, high x-ray tube voltage chest radiograph, IH , and
generates a virtual bone image for comparison by the discriminator. D conditions
on IH and takes either the ground truth bone image, IB , or virtual bone image
generated by G as input and determines whether the input is a real bone image
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or virtual bone image. A value of 1 indicates a real image and 0 indicates a
virtual image. Overall, we seek G minimizing the hybrid loss of equation (1) and
(2) while D is maximizing equation (1). The final objective of our system is to
obtain the optimal generator G∗ that satisfies:
G∗ = argmin
G
(max
D
Ladv(G,D) + λLl1(G)) (3)
where λ controls the importance given to L1 loss. As discussed above, the dis-
criminator only processes patches instead of the entire image. Thus, the inputs
to D are three patches: one from IH , one from IB , and one from the generated
virtual bone image, G(IH).
2.2 Bone suppression with Cross Projection Tensor
Given the virtual bone image IˆB and standard image IH , we generate a virtual
soft tissue image IˆS . Bone signals from IˆB are treated as shadows in IH and
are removed by our processing pipeline as shown in Figure 3. Bone shadows are
removed using the cross projection tensor algorithm proposed in [12]. First, we
estimate the general soft tissue profile by convolving a 201× 201 Gaussian filter
with σ = 50, to IH . Then, the Gaussian filtered IH is subtracted from IH to
yield ∆IH which only contains high frequency signal from soft tissue and bone.
After that, the cross projection tensors are computed with the gradient images
of IˆB and ∆IH . The gradient field of ∆IH is transformed by the cross projection
tensor, removing edges from ∆IH that are also present in IˆB . Finally, we add
the general soft tissue profile with the high frequency soft tissue to produce the
virtual soft tissue image IˆS .
Fig. 3. Image processing pipeline of bone suppression with cross projection tensor.
3 Data and Training Details
We collected 210 posterior-anterior DE chest radiographs with a two-shot DE
digital radiography system (Discovery XR656, GE Healthcare). The data was
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acquired using a 60 kVp exposure followed by 120 kVp exposure procedure with
100 ms between exposures. The sizes of the images ranged from 1300× 1400 to
2022×2022 pixels (approximately 39.4 cm by 39.4 cm). We split the dataset into
a training set of 170 cases and a testing set of 40 cases. More information about
our DE dataset is summarized in Table 1. Data augmentation was performed
on the training set by randomly 1) translating the images in x,y directions from
[-80, 80] pixels; and 2) rotating the images from [-15, 15] degrees about the
image center. A total of 3906 cases were augmented to train the network, and
evaluations were made on the testing set.
Table 1. Statistical information of our DE datasets
Dataset Total Age Gender
6 20 20 ∼ 40 40 ∼ 60 > 60 Male Female
Training 170 5 36 78 51 114 56
Test 40 1 9 17 13 32 8
The training scheme of our adversarial network is depicted in Algorithm 1.
Before training, we normalized all images to the range of [−1, 1] per image by
Equation (4), where Iraw and Inorm are unnormalized and normalized images,
respectively. Our network directly takes normalized standard images to generate
normalized virtual bone images. Ground truth intensity maximum and minimum
is then applied to the normalized virtual bone image to recover the final result.
Ix,ynorm = 2×
Ix,yraw −min∀i,j Ii,jraw
max∀i,j I
i,j
raw
− 1 (4)
We observed synthesis artifacts in virtual images when λ was too small. We
found that λ = 1000 provided a good balance between low and high frequency
information in generations. NG and ND were chosen to balance the ability of two
networks. Training the generator with more iterations than the discriminator,
NG > ND, gave us better results (including sharper images and fewer artifacts).
Although optimal values for ND and NG could be further optimized, we observed
that a ratio NGND around 3 generally gave good quality generations. The network
was trained with batch size of 3 and learning rate 10−4 for 100 epochs.
4 Experiments and Results
4.1 Algorithm Evaluation
Figure 4 shows a testing data example of virtual DE bone and soft tissue im-
ages from MCA-net compared to ground truth DE images. Cardiac motion arti-
facts are significantly reduced in the virtual DE images. High-quality and high-
resolution virtual bone and soft tissue images with subtle details are produced.
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Algorithm 1: Training MCA-Net for one epoch
Input: Weights of G: WG; weights of D: WD; i-th mini-batch of standard
images and bone images: IiH , I
i
B (i = 1, . . . , n)
Initialize: i = 1; # of iterations to train G: NG = 3; # of iterations to train D:
ND = 1; hybrid loss weight: λ = 1000;
while i ≤ n do
for k = 1 to ND do
LD ← −EIi
H
,Ii
B
[
log(D(IiH , I
i
B))
]− EIi
H
[
log(1−D(IiH , G(IiH)))
]
;
WD ← Optimizer(LD,WD);
i← i+ 1;
for l = 1 to NG do
LG ← −EIi
H
[
log(D(IiH , G(I
i
H)))
]
+ λEIi
H
,Ii
B
[∥∥IiB −G(IiH)∥∥1];
WG ← Optimizer(LG,WG);
i← i+ 1;
Fig. 4. Dual energy bone and soft tissue images of a 64-year-old male patient with
cardiogenic pulmonary edema (CPE: green arrows) generated from DES and the virtual
DES algorithm. Motion artifact (red arrow) in DES, due to cardiac motion between
exposures, is significantly suppressed using from the virtual DES algorithm. CPE in
the virtual soft tissue image has sharper visualization of pulmonary veins compared to
ground truth.
Two evaluation metrics were used to assess the performance of our algorithm.
Given a virtual image Iˆ and ground truth image I, we can calculate the Peak
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Structure Similarity index (SSIM). PSNR
is commonly used for evaluating quality of image compression/reconstruction,
where our algorithm can be viewed as a compression/reconstruction process.
SSIM is used for measuring the structure similarity between two images. We
evaluated the improvement in virtual image generation from the conditional ad-
versarial loss and multi-scale generator architectures. We compared the PSNR
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Ground Truth L1 Single-Scale L1 Multi-Scale MCA-net w/o Gradient MCA-net 
Fig. 5. Comparison of DE bone images generated with or without multi-scale or adver-
sarial training. MCA-Net can preserve subtle calcium signal such as coronary calcium
(red arrow).
Table 2. Comparison of algorithm performance with different training settings
Network Structure PSNR (dB) SSIM
IBone ISoft IBone ISoft
l1 loss + single scale 28.2± 4.5 22.2± 3.4 86.4± 3.1 80.3± 3.4
l1 loss + multi-scale 34.9± 3.6 29.2± 4.1 88.3± 2.8 81.4± 3.7
MCA-Net w/o gradients 35.2± 5.1 29.8± 3.8 88.5± 2.5 81.2± 4.3
MCA-Net w/ gradients 41.5± 2.1 39.7± 1.8 93.4± 1.4 88.4± 3.4
and SSIM values of images generated with and without those network compo-
nents. The quantitative results are listed in Table 2 using the testing dataset.
The average PSNR values of virtual bone and soft tissue images produced by
MCA-net are 41.5 and 39.7. The average SSIM values of bone and soft tissue
images generated by MCA-net are 93.4 and 88.4. Adding the conditional adver-
sarial loss and the multi-scale output in generator, the PSNR and SSIM were
significantly improved. A visual comparison of images generated with and with-
out those network components is shown in Figure 5. Important calcium signals,
such as coronary artery calcification, are preserved in the virtual bone image
which are potentially useful for evaluating cardiovascular diseases.
We compared the prediction performance of the models by comparing to
other methods (Table 3) using the same data. In addition to SSIM and PSNR, the
Relative Mean-Absolute-Error (RMAE) is used as an additional metric. Please
note MTANN [14] and Vis-CAC [4] don’t generate virtual DE bone image, so
there is no comparison available for virtual DE bone images. The results show
that our algorithm has better performance in the generation of virtual DE images
and is able to produce high-quality DE bone images.
We included additional examples of comparison results between ground truth
DE images and virtual DE images as shown in Figure 6. Overall image charac-
teristics are captured by the algorithm, such as dileneation of the spine, ribs,
and clavicles in the virtual bone images, and visualization of pulmonary vessels
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Table 3. Comparison of algorithm performance with previous works
Methods RMAE SSIM PSNR (dB)
IBone ISoft IBone ISoft IBone ISoft
MTANN [6] N/A 28.3± 8.4 N/A 84.3± 4.7 N/A 39.2± 3.1
Vis-CAC [4] N/A 16.8± 7.1 N/A 80.3± 3.4 N/A 38.8± 4.2
Ours 8.3± 2.3 12.1± 4.3 93.4± 1.4 88.4± 3.4 41.5± 2.1 39.7± 1.8
in the soft tissue images. Cardiac motion artifact was present in all cases and is
significantly suppressed in the generated virtual dual energy images.
4.2 Clinical Evaluation
To evaluate the clinical application of our algorithm, we used the publicly avail-
able Japanese Society of Radiological Technology (JSRT) database [27]. The
Posterior-Anterior standard chest radiographs in the database were collected
from 14 medical institutions by use of screen-film systems over a period of three
years. All nodules present in the radiographs were confirmed by CT, and the
locations of the nodules were confirmed by chest radiologists. The images were
digitized to yield 12-bit images with a resolution of 2048× 2048 pixels. The size
of a pixel was 0.175 × 0.175 mm. This database contains 93 normal cases and
154 cases with confirmed lung nodules.
We recruited one chest radiologist and one experienced radiology resident to
evaluate our algorithm’s clinical application of lung nodule detection. The per-
formance was evaluated by use of the Free-response Receiver Operating Charac-
teristic (FROC) analysis [28]. The radiologists were asked to classify and score
the data into lesion and non-lesion localizations. The scoring was done by choos-
ing an acceptance-radius and classifying marks within the acceptance-radius of
lesion centers as lesion localizations, and all other marks are classified as non-
lesion localizations. The scored data is plotted as a FROC curve as shown in
Figure 7, essentially a plot of appropriately normalized numbers of lesion local-
izations vs. non-lesion localizations. For both the radiologist and the radiology
resident, the virtual DE images generated from our MCA-net shows significant
improvement in localization of lung nodules. For the radiologist, we achieved
sensitivity=0.91 using our virtual DE images that is significantly higher than
the sensitivity=0.81 using standard images when FP=1. The detailed FROC
analysis is shown in Table 4.
5 Discussion
In this paper, we presented a deep network to generate virtual dual energy images
from standard chest radiographs based on a multi-scale conditional adversarial
network architecture (MCA-Net). According to the quantitative and qualitative
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Ground Truth
Bone
MCA-net
Bone
Ground Truth
Soft tissue
MCA-net
Soft tissue
Fig. 6. Additional examples of comparison results between ground truth and MCA-
net’s results. The cardiac motion artifact (red arrows) along the heart boundary on
both DE bone image and DE soft tissue images are significantly reduced in our virtual
images. Mitigation of motion artifacts led to improvements in overall image quality.
results, we demonstrated our model can generate high-quality virtual DE im-
ages, and obtained significant clinical values. Several customized strategies may
contribute to the effectiveness of our method. Firstly, the multi-scale fully con-
nected network is used as the core unit for predicting the virtual bone image. The
end-to-end training for large-scale samples allows it to extract effective image
features from different resolutions and to have good prediction generalizablity.
Secondly, the training of the multi-scale generator was reinforced with adver-
sarial training from another deep network, so that it was able to learn how to
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Fig. 7. Comparison of FROC curves on lung nodule localization using standard ra-
diography and virtual DE radiography. Left: the chest radiologist results; Right: the
radiology resident results. Use of the virtual DE images improved detection and local-
ization of lung nodules.
Table 4. Mean bootstrap values are given for sensitivity in our FROC analysis. 95th-
percentile confidence intervals obtained through bootstrapping are shown between
brackets. (FP=False positive detections per image)
FROC Radiologist Radiology Resident
Analysis 1 FP 2 FP 1 FP 2 FP
Standard 0.81(0.69-0.85) 0.88(0.82-0.91) 0.59(0.50-0.79) 0.80(0.72-0.83)
Virtual-DE 0.91(0.81-0.96) 0.95(0.82-0.98) 0.81(0.76-0.88) 0.89(0.78-0.92)
preserve subtle signals, such as coronary calcifications, and other high frequency
signals in the virtual bone image. Thirdly, adversarial training in the gradient
domain may further improve the core CNN to learn the mapping between the
standard image and the virtual DE images.
Compared with the two-shot dual energy technique, the proposed MCA-
net method generates DE images with fewer motion artifacts in the bone and
soft tissue images. Given that majority of our dataset doesn’t suffer from severe
motion artifacts and was used as the training data, we assumed only the mapping
between the regions of standard image and the corresponding bone information
without motion artifacts was learned by the model. However, even the current
DE techniques cannot perfectly separate the bone and soft tissue information
from x-ray. Therefore, our method trained on current DE data were not perfect.
In some case, some residual bone edge signal remained and can be observed in
our virtual DE soft tissue images. Compared with similar previous works on
generation of virtual DE soft tissue image through machine learning and image
processing techniques, our method was trained with a relatively large scale of
DE training data. For instance, there were much fewer DE training cases in
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[14,15]. Our deep model trained on relatively large-scale dataset can produce
more reliable and robust virtual DE image, and generate both DE bone and soft
tissue images. In addition, our method doesn’t require segmentation of the lung
field and the contrast normalization process for the input of standard image.
Besides from evaluating the prediction performance of our model, the clini-
cal usefulness of our method was also assessed. In the task of localizing the lung
nodule on a public dataset (JSRT), our results demonstrated that our virtual
DE images can significantly improve the radiologist’s performance on finding the
lung nodule. Given our model’s ability of preserving useful signal, such as tissue
contrast and object structure, we expect similar improvement on other disease
detection using our technique. However, the clinical examination of a compar-
ison of the virtual DE images with standard image for these disease should be
conducted with larger population of radiologists. Moreover, we believe a more re-
liable evaluation of the performance could be obtained through a cross-validation
or increase the test dataset to reduce the bias. Other hyper-parameters, such as
filters size, number of filters, generator-discriminator training scheme, and learn-
ing rate, can be further optimized through the evaluation strategies mentioned
above.
6 Conclusion
In this work, we developed and evaluated a deep network to generate virtual
dual energy images from standard chest radiographs based on a multi-scale con-
ditional adversarial network architecture (MCA-Net). With adversarial training,
training of the multi-scale generator was reinforced so that it was able to learn
how to preserve subtle signals in the virtual DE bone image. After obtaining
the virtual bone image, high-quality virtual soft tissue images were produced by
using a modified cross projection tensor algorithm to suppress the bone signal in
the standard radiograph. Images from the testing data had high PSNR and SSIM
values and were found to preserve clinically relevant features, indicating that the
algorithm can produce virtual dual energy images comparable to ground truth
dual energy images. The clinical evaluation demonstrated the clinical usefulness
of this technique. Given the high cost of DES equipment and increased radiation
dose from DE acquisitions, the use of virtual DE bone and soft tissue images
provides a potential alternative solution for improved detection and diagnosis of
disease using chest radiography.
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